Summer 2023 Schedule of Classes

Honors College

**HONR 3700 – H80 (CRN#32072)**

**Honors College Topics: The History and Development of Black Education in America**

Willis, Evan

First Half Term Summer | On-Line Synchronous

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 10:00 am – 12:20 pm

Must be enrolled in Honors (AAHP, BHP, UHP, or departmental) OR in one of the following Scholars programs: Albert, Freeman, Johnson, Levine or Martin; OR have permission of the Honors College. To obtain permission please contact Colette Chenault at cchenaul@uncc.edu.

The course will discuss the education of Black people beginning in the North during Antebellum Period, then focus on Southern African Americans after emancipation. Afterwards the focus will shift toward the Jim Crow South educational experience leading up to Brown V Board in 1954. This will transition to the resistance measures taken towards segregation. Finally, the course will culminate in the resegregation of Schools. The students will then be asked of ways in which they can create better educational opportunities in urban centers of America.

**LBST 2102 – H80 (CRN#32079)**

**Global Connections (HONR)**

Sawhney, Monika

Second Half Term Summer | On-Line Synchronous

Tuesday and Wednesday 10:00 am – 1:30 pm

Must be enrolled in Honors (AAHP, BHP, UHP, or departmental) OR in one of the following Scholars programs: Albert, Freeman, Johnson, Levine or Martin; OR have permission of the Honors College. To obtain permission please contact Colette Chenault at cchenaul@uncc.edu.

“Complex Emergencies, Crisis Management, Health and Development in Global Context.” - This course looks at how complex emergencies impact individual and population health. It will cover the humanitarian system, encompassing an examination of actors involved in complex emergencies, humanitarian action, and laws and norms that seek to constrain and guide these actors. This course offering is focused more explicitly on topics related to social development, health systems in complex emergencies, forced migration, nutrition, and non-communicable diseases.